Introducing “COMPASS in Progress”

COMPASS in Progress will be a regular section in this newsletter, and we hope it will give you a glimpse each month of what has been accomplished, what is underway, and what you can expect from COMPASS in the near future.

University of Florida professionals from units across campus have been working alongside consultants from Sierra-Cedar in area-oriented teams since the inception of COMPASS in 2015 to envision, develop, test and implement innovative, customized data management structures and deliver agile, accurate and effective systems. Team highlights include...
Luis Andino brings rare combination of skill sets to Constituent Relationship Management project

One might say that University of Florida Information Technology Project Manager Luis Andino was an *inspired* choice to lead COMPASS’ Constituent Relationship Management (CRM) Team.

A self-proclaimed “military kid,” Luis’ father was in the Air Force, and Luis spent his childhood and adolescence steeped in the development and refinement of his relationship-management skills.

In other words, his family moved. And they moved a lot.
Did you know that ONE.UF allows students to take care of their student academic services right from their phones?

Watch the Video
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